It is night in the Tri-Island area. I thought I'd carefully scraped the bottom of my
personal barrel of grog losing my only true love forever, hunted down like a rat by
half the Caribbean and eventually planning to end my gloomy days on a deserted
island, crunching earthworms and talking to the rocks.
Never would I have imagined that the next ring of the above-mentioned, shattering
chain of events would have lied in me being the main author of LeChuck's
comeback among the living... LeChuck, also known as the most sadistic and
unhygienic nemesis a buccaneer could ever dream of...
Or maybe I should say that I'd been... the main accomplice! That's right, I could
have never carried out my undesirable mission without... Reginald Van Winslow???
I've been betrayed by a man who would have danced the whole "Prawn Lake"
wearing a lovely flesh-tone tutu right on the edge of a volcano crater if I'd asked him
to!
Well, as things stand now, I'd rather tell him one thing or two about his bottom and a
basketful of avocados, but... I can't! No, I'm neither petrified by fear nor held back by
good manners. I'm just... stuck! Try as I may, I can't move a single muscle!
Van Winslow's laughing noisily and coarsely now... and as his voice turns more and
more nasal and grim, he slowly takes his own true looks again... the looks of Largo
LaGrande!

PARTE I – THE TOMB OF THE TITAN
Episode III – LaGrande's sleep ends

LL: "The hallucinations caused by the transmutating poison I had covered the quills
of my knuckle duster with should have ended right now, substituted by those
annoying paralysing effects. There's nothing more to say, I'll congratulate myself
later for the small alchemical masterpiece I managed to synthesize. Though much of
the effects of the recipe are due to the devastating hallucinogenic properties of the
superfine "Thorn Apple of Scabb!"
No... it's impossible! Largo LaGrande is... alive?! And a notoriously inelegant and
lumbering savage like him... is wearing a lovely and refined red coat??? But, most of
all... those yummy soup plants growing on Scabb... they caused hallucinations??? And
what if this were the real explanation behind many things, such as Bart and Fink
pretending the others to call them "Bart, Fink, Sven and Josèphine"?
LL:" Good morning, my sweet and golden haired princess! I'm afraid the not so
sturdy Prince Charming who rescued you just a while ago may have been simply the
result of your graceful and sugary imagination. But not to worry, my dear, I' m sure
that if you keep on plaiting your hair, he will really come and pick you up... sooner or
later. And then you will always live happily ever after... who knows, maybe you'll be
together six feet under in a tight wood coffin! Ahr, ahr ahr!"
Prince Charming? How can a prince be entirely charming? He's a man after all...
surely he can't be that charming! Could he have been infected by some shocking
infectious illness? And... Chronos' Grave... the mists of time... were those an illusion,
too? No, wait a second! That must have really happened! The Irrelevant Sextants are
still there, in that corner, throbbing with a strange energy and soaked with the
annoying wet of that mist... But of course! LeChuck didn't climb up with his filthy
hands from the dark abyss of the Netherworld, he just came back... from the past!
From an unpleasant past, a past which had been dug out of my brains with the very
same precision of a surgeon! And who did it? The man who was my first officer, or
so I thought... instead, it had always been Largo LaGrande!
Yeah, while that lousy abortion was busy with the invitations for his perverted gettogether, my mind, both doped by his poisons and my unhealthy consommè, led me
to personally open the cosmic door to the most disgusting guest in history! A guest
that now is back... neither as a ghost nor as a zombie, and not even as a zombie who
accidentally fell asleep in the sun! He must have been drawn out from the times of
my foul murder, a murder that he himself committed during that Esponja Grande
matter... so he's... just a human? Alright, Largo's always been less clever than a box of
clams with senility problems, but why has he made LeChuck come back in his
weakest form?

LCK: "Yarr! By all the oblique toothed globicephals! By all the piercing
gastroduodenal ulcers! By all the most inexorable and disfiguring plagues that..."
Always the same caveman. Everyone knows that globicephals do not have oblique
teeth, it's mostly lagerinorynxes who have them. And I don't even want to mention
how casually he's holding his cutlass... still warm and dripping blood from my
bowels, which it's been drawn out of just a while ago! Or two years ago, that depends
on the point of view. And now there he is, pointing his sword at... Largo's throat???
In fact, I took advantage of all this confusion and slipped behind this enormous and
mysterious sack, and I'm not even sure LeChuck has noticed me so far... uhm, if only
it weren't for the sharp, intense wrath I'm feeling right now for having been deceived
like this! If only it weren't for the context, not exactly the most favourable to what I
call "self-preservation"! Then it would be real fun to watch the clumsy and
bewildered gestures of that underdeveloped monkey! Yeah, I thought I was the only
one who was at a loss, but apparently the Shy Cuttlefish is now putting up someone
who's even more confused than I am...
LCK: "Largo LaGrande? In the name of Lucifer's lousy toupee, what the hell be this
wizardry!? I insist ya explain yerself ! Or I'll have ta trust yer already poor gastric
system with ta heavy task of metabolizing a massive amount of sharp metal!"
LL: "LeChuck, LeChuck! I've just drawn you out of an age when you are little less
than a name to soil an imaginative kid's pants with, but... really don't thank me so
heartily! All this sweetness makes me blush! This atmosphere, so full of human
warmth, is getting a little bit embarassing!"
LCK: "Kids? Human warmth? Sweetness?"
I doubt LeChuck may ever be able to understand the concept of human warmth,
especially when this is different from the vapour rising up when you drown some
poor fellow deep down into the lava for vengeance, out of spite or simply because
you want to take a break in the weekend.
LCK: "I... I was abou' ta plunder the most outstandin' voodoo booty I ever came
across, right in front of that Threepwood jellyfish!!! An' now I'm..."
LL: "Dead! As cold as pork leftovers and as dry as a stale donut. All you're talking
about already happened a long time ago! For yet another time you'll infect your flesh
with a shameful amount of voodoo, and yet another time you'll be destroyed, and all
because you're so stubborn, that you still refuse to understand the nature and the
potential of those energies you unjustly get hold of. "

LCK: "What? Understand nature and potential? 'Tis be babbles, that's it! Lovin' an'
paranoid voodoo mummy - babbles! I don't think ya worry about a kudu's free time
hobbies when ya eat a kudu donut, do ya! Neither do ya care how many invalidatin'
inner lacerations the man bakin' them's suffered! Ya just eat it!"
LL: "I wouldn't say so. You really have no idea how many inhuman dysentery attacks
a kudu in a bad company may cause. All the same, we weren't discussing the
antelopes' social problems. Whatever the cause may have been, your voodoo binge
has turned out to be a lot more than stodgy. You were a god, but you were destroyed.
Two years ago."
LCK: "What? Me... dead? Two years ago?"
LL: "That's it, fried to a turn by the above mentioned jellyfish, so it seems. And since
then, you never came back into this dimension. Your regenerative power somehow
didn't work properly. And besides, no relic has ever been found to celebrate a new
resurrection ritual! Neither a living piece from your body, nor a fragment from your
soul! By the way, you couldn't possibly imagine how many dishonest guts merchants
have marinaded common human hair in disgusting soups made with cabbage,
droppings and organic detritus so to create that unmistakable smell, and then pass
them off as yours!"
LCK: "I really don't understand how someone could have fallen for it!"
LL: "Neither do I! You know all too well that I can't smell anything. In order not to
go mad after that you'd returned in a perfecly good shape, I stuck some burning
embers up my nose and permanently burned my olfactory receptors! However, once
I'd drawn the conclusion that all I had of you was little more than an awful memory,
it suddenly came to my mind that I might have moulded you from the cosmic clay
of Chronos'Grave!"
LCK: "The Clay of Chronos' Grave? What is it, did ya study to be a potter lately?
Well, mould me some elegant spittoon where I can... wait a second! I feel... something
in my chest! Like... some kind of weight!"
A weight in the chest? For a moment I picture myself Largo's clever plan miserably
failing after months of artificial plots, and all because of a heart attack striking down
LeChuck's heart in the thick of it. The very same LeChuck who's now moving his
stinking beard away from his chest and is now... uhm... unbuttoning his shirt...

LCK: " May a suppurating bubo
obstruct yer lungs 'till it chokes ye!
Me chest! What... What be it that's
stuck into me chest!"
LL: "Quite differently from what you
can drum into the ingenuous mind of
some idiot, the past cannot be
modified, not even if you're as strong
as a Titan! But if you have the right
instruments with you, then you can
steal from it... a copy of the individual!
You can draw away from someone's
memory a mere instant, make it
double and give life to it. The point is,
a result that is so meaningful in terms
of creation will inevitably come to the
same meaningful costs! In this case,
the copy will be necessarily imperfect."
LCK: "Imperfect? Wait, I got it! Thar be this huge clock in me chest because I've got
the terribly bad habit of pretending to constantly know what time it is!"
LL: "I'm afraid the limitations of your body are far worse than that, LeChuck! That
clock can neither be stopped, nor removed. And most of all... it would be much more
appropriate to call it a Necro- Clock! In fact, it won't tell you the time, but it will
count every second of the time you still have to live. That is, exactly ten days from
the moment you passed through the barrier of time. Once the ten days are gone,
your heart will stop. And you will die."
Well, my supposition wasn't so far from reality after all.
LCK: "You... ya meaningless barrel of snot! Ya scrap, good for nothing but the
slaughterhouse! Ya incontrovertible and disfiguring disgrace of humanity! In the
past me spirit reincarnated in the most immensely powerful shapes! I could handle
the flames! Stop the time! I only needed to tell the right thing, and my enemies
begged for mercy!"
Yeah, I can figure that: "Have one more cookie, I baked them myself !".
LCK: "Me... with all that power, I could've fixed this devilry too... and instead, ya had

me back in this disgraceful pile of flesh, even more helpless that an anchovy that's
ready for salting! I'll..."
LL: "No, LeChuck, stop! First, I worked out many different strategies we could use to
extend your life in this current shape. And we're going to discuss them. Secondly,
your comeback from that precise moment was absolutely fundamental... because
that's where the key is hidden, the key to dig out the most fabolous and precious
treasures which could ever tease the dreams of men. Something I've restlessly looked
for in the last ten years and which maybe I've finally..."
LCK: "Honey? Uhm... ya've got more or less two minutes to try to set everything
right. And see that yer story's REALLY interesting."
LL: "Listen, when your fortress accidentally blew up, more or less ten years ago... by
the way, first of all thank you for the interest you showed in my fate, even though I'd
just avoided you an eternity spent putting up worms in a wood chest."
LCK: "Ya be welcome. That Burrito Bar I raised ta yer memory in the Big Whoop
days brought more problems than quids. "
LL: "A... Burrito Bar... to my memory? I'd like to make a few comments about that,
but I doubt I will. As I was saying, the explosion threw me on a really distant island.
I banged my head and I fell asleep for hours. Or maybe days. Full of strange visions.
And you know what dreams are like... they use the strangest languages to
communicate apparently easy concepts."
LCK: "Like Finnish?"
LL: "No."
LCK: "Go on. Yer story's sucked up to now, which doesn't increase your chances of
survival."
LL: "Well, I dreamt I was in this huge cave. There was a dog with me, a flying one.
Looking at me with my mother's face. And speaking with my granddad Marco's
voice. But he's called Fuller. And I've got only my pants on. "
LCK: "Ya're wasting more time. Useless details. Metal's hard to digest..."
LL:" And then, the dog points at a tiny crack in the rock. He wants me to look
through it. And guess what I see?"
LCK: "Your impending slaughter?"
LL: "What would have been a normal Caribbean landscape, if only it hadn't been for
the trees, the mountains, the ocean and even the sky! Entirely covered with gold and
silver and precious stones! So, since it looks like there's no way out of the cave, I ask
the beast how I could reach all that lovely bounty. And then it opens its mouth and
his whole answer is a a really odd sound..."
LCK: "That be called "barking", Largo! Dogs sometimes do that."
LL: "No, damn, it wasn't barking! It sounded more like a sinister and grave music.
Like the melancholic stream of the wind blowing in an immense crag. So I focus and

after a few minutes I suddenly realize they're... words! Incredibly delayed and spoken
with the very same tone of a stone giant suffering from asthma. It's repeating over
and over again: "SOOOORRRCEEEREEER'S GEEAAAAR.... LOOOOOOK FOOR
THE SOOOORCEEEEREEER'S GEEEAAAAAR..." I ask him if he can be a bit
clearer, and he just answers me back straight away, as plain as my granddad: "Oh,
come on, look for the Sorcerer's Gear, you twit!" Guess what I found out then: it's all
true!"
LCK: "Oh, hours of complicated dreamlike suggestions, and all of this just ta
conclude that ye're really a twit. Extraordinary!"
LL: "That's not quite right... also because this dream lasted no longer than a few
minutes. In the hours left I dreamt of lying with blooming and buxom women...
anyway, it doesn't matter. However, when I woke up there was this name hammering
in my head and the image of boundless mountains of gold fuelling my soon-tobecome- obsession. So I started combing through books and volumes, I started
deciphering codes and incunabula of all sorts... "
LCK: "What? Regardless of all the risks that old motto spoke of ? "He who reads and
studies hard will turn to ashes in the graveyard?"
LL: "That's rubbish! We invented it ourselves, when we set on fire all the libraries in
the Tri-Island area on a mere whim!"
LCK: "Oh, right. "
LL: "However, after months and months of researches, I finally found it. The
Sorcerer's Gear really existed! It seems that it was the most ancient of all treasures. A
precious alchemical artefact, some kind of an ancestral forge created centuries ago
by a man whose memory is now long lost! A man who seems to be able to forge
unlimited quantities of gold and jewels out of nothing! So, in order to understand if
it was actually possible to find it or build it again, I studied the practices, the
techniques and the alchemical philosophies for years. But it was in vain. "
LCK: "Predictable. The initiation ta an immense and a thousand year old source of
power didn't change the fact that basically, ye're still a sucker after all."
LL: "You're hurting my feelings. Also because one day I finally found what I was
looking for... the regular dodecagon!"
LCK:" The "specular... gorgon... " what?"
LL: "The regular dodecagon! An essential symbol, and it's recurring in all the texts
mentioning the Gear... which led me to you, LeChuck!"
LCK: "Ta me? I don't have a clue abou' where gorgons go when they want ta look
a'themselves in a mirror!
LL: "… it's just like playing poetries in front of the mud... I said DODECAGON! It's
a symbol, a bloody geometrical figure with twelve sides! At first I thought it was just
a detail, but then I saw it was recurring in all the fragments concerning the Sorcerer's

Gear. I corrupted, stalked, chopped off, stole, fustigated, eavesdropped, threatened,
cheated, sank and measured.... "
LCK: "Measured?"
LL: "Yes, areas, perimeters, apothems. That was the time when I still hadn't realized
it would have been much better to leave out of my research all the geometry books,
both Euclidean and non. Anyway, my quest has recently brought me to Flotsam
Island. Putting together all the fragments I had collected after a hanging, a
decapitation and an amusing Fruit Grog Party, I had reached the conclusion that
some essential information must be written in the old diary of an overweight witch
who lived there. And my assumption was then confirmed when many locals assured
me they had seen a strange twelve sides figure during a process, on the diary
belonging to a certain "Guru Weighty"..."
LCK: "That be Voodoo Lady, ya fool!"
LL: "That's it. Anyway, most of the folks were psychopathic louts, too cut off and
drunk to be considered reliable for my thoughts. Yet they all agreed on this:
LeChuck had been the only one who had read that diary. The lot before some sort of
subnormal seller stole it from the courtroom and turned it into ashes during a
clumsy try for escape on a boat carrying explosives. "
LCK: "Right, that one! I should have boiled, staked and thrown him in a nest of
hungry rats when I had the chance. My mistake."
LL: "Well then, that's the reason why I drew you out from that precise period: maybe
you still have some important information with you, LeChuck! Information which
will allow us to reach a shamefully obscene wealth. All the most powerful kings of
this planet will have to lick the floor we walk upon! Every single man will beg for
rotting and dying along the lines of our army of darkness! The flames of voodoo
will eternally burn on the oceans and continents which won't bend to our moody will.
And never again will we find ourselves in front of an automatic grog dispenser
without change!"
LCK: "That might sound interesting, but yer brain that be gone bad because of an
indecent lifestyle never gave ya the impression that ya could... don't know... DRAW
ME BACK JUST A MOMENT LATER, SO THAT I COULD REINCARNATE IN
A SLIGHTLY LESS FOOLISH FORM?"
LL: "I tried to do that, damn! I tried to pull you back in that tacky "Pirate God"
form! Yet... you could be shaped back only from someone's memories, get it? And, as
far as I know, of all the people you had met, none had escaped being either crushed
or turned to ashes."
LCK: "I' ve had my good reasons for that!"
LL: "So I thought of pulling you back from Threepwood's memory, the man who
had killed you, dragging him in the Tomb of the Titan with a showy excuse and a

fair dose of hallucinogens. I did what I could to call you back from the right period,
but some matters came up, matters I wasn't aware of ! Not including the fact that we
couldn't stay in the mists of Chronos'Grave for much longer, so.. I couldn't do any
better than summon you in your human form! But we'll fix that, too, now I need to
know what was written in that diary... and I need to know everything!"
LCK: "Not so quickly, Largo! The fact that I owe you me life doesn't mean the
hierarchy between me and you has changed!"
LL: "Actually that'd be three debts of life, plus twelve millions of pieces of eight and
six hundred grams of nacho herb cheese."
LCK: "That doesn't change things! I be still the one making decisons here!"
LL: "And that's precisely what I'm worried about."
LCK: "What?"
LL: "Nothing. The weather seems to be getting more humid from tomorrow on..."
LCK: "Which be something nobody cares about. So, Guybrush Threepwood was with
you, you said. And where is he now?"
LL: "Uhm... he's there! Always been there, behind that sack!"
He's turned around! He's seen me, LeChuck's seen me! And now he's getting closer
and closer, his ticking chest, his filthy sword and a satanic and satisfied expression
on his face! Not including the fact that... I can't even raise an eyebrow! Yes, I'm really
afraid the final chapter has come!
LCK: "Wonderful day, the day you don't only get to spread some healthy home-made
justice, but you get an encore, too! Two Threepwoods... with the same sabre!"
LeChuck stops. What's this noise? Some kind of an... alarm? AAARRRGHHH, it's
literally splitting my ears! And this light... I can't see a thing! Then, a voice...
N: "UNAUTHORIZED CRAFT SURVEYED IN THE 114-7G SECTOR! IN THE
NAME OF THE INVIOLABLE AND SUPREME AUTHORITY OF THE TRIAD,
IDENTIFY YOURSELVES IMMEDIATELY, OTHERWISE FIRE WILL BE
OPENED AGAINST YOU IN TEN SECONDS!!!"
LL: "Wait, let me show you..."
LCK: "Kiss me no longer undead butt instead! Ya identify yerselves and maybe I
won't use yer spleens ta paint the deck of me ship!!!"
LL: "Shut up, LeChuck, no!"
A devastating explosion overwhelms us and sweeps us away. Then, the dark, again.

To be continued...

What will happen to Largo, Guybrush and LeChuck? Will
LeChuck once again manage to overcome the mortality of his
body?
Is there really a link between the Sorcerer's Gear and the
Voodoo Lady?
And will Largo LaGrande fulfil his dreams of unlimited
wealth, or is he really just a fool?
Find out about it, and keep up with the next episode of

